1995 Bentley Continental
Lot sold
Year of manufacture
Mileage
Gearbox
Chassis number
Lot number

USD 0
GBP 0 (listed)
1995
32 000 mi /
51 500 km
Automatic

Drive

RHD

Condition

Used

Location
Exterior colour

Other

Car type

Other

SCBZB05C8SCH52427 Engine number
464

Exterior brand colour

094L410M/TKZ
Aurora Green

Description
High-performance, limited edition Sderived from the Continental R with385bhpOne of 21 right-hand
driveexamples produced out of total production of just 39 worldwideA recorded mileage of only
32,700 with comprehensive service history to supportSumptuous specification includes acocktail
cabinet,cut glass decanter and glasses, Burr Walnut picnic tables and video screensOffering
unrivalled luxury, outstanding performance and the cachet of rarityThe Bentley Continental S is a
special edition of the Continental R from the model year 1995. It debutedtheGarrett AirResearch
turbocharged, 6.75-litre V8 with liquid-cooled intercooler, which generated 385 bhp at 4100 rpm.This
limited edition, performance-orientedBentley, originally supplied through Bentley Northampton, is
one of only twenty-one right-hand drive examples produced out of a total of just thirty-nine.All were
offered to established Bentley owners making them highly desirable and conferring majorkudos upon
the chosen owners, with this example's first custodian allegedly being aDirector of Rolex. Finished in
Aurora Green and lavishly trimmed in Spruce-piped Parchment hide, the order form clearly had all the
boxes ticked with the sumptuous interior boasting Burr Walnut inlays, veneered picnic tables, video
screens, cocktail cabinets and even a complimentary fridge. The original tool kit is present together
with the Bentley umbrella should it be required to save the whiskey from being watered down in the
event of a sudden downpour!Complete with comprehensive service history, handbook pack and
numerous invoices, this is very clearly a much loved and cherished Bentley that has covered just
32,700 miles in the last twenty-five years. One of the rarest Continentals to be produced, costing in
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excess of 250,000 when new, and in excellent condition throughout. Availabletoday, freshly serviced
by Royce Engineering and with a just-issued MOT Certificate validuntil 09/11/2021. Offering
unrivalled luxury, outstanding performance and the rarity that only the Continental S can offer.1995
Bentley Continental Shttps://youtu.be/7aY06iwzR3gfalse
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